
The summer that changed my life 

During the summer holidays I had a great summer because one Sunday me and my family 

went to Dublin zoo.   

Before we arrived, we went to Apple green to have tea and toast. It was a massive place. 

Also it was lovely there. On our way to Dublin zoo we crossed over the train track and the 

Luas goes on it and across to the other side.  

Finally we got to Dublin zoo. When we got there the first thing we did was visit the tigers. 

Next we visited the sea lion habitat. The sea lion had a new place. You’re able to put your 

hand right up to the glass and the sea lions come up and touch your hand. It was so cool 

there.  

Next we visited the orang-utan. So we went up to a room up above. The orang-utan was up 

a tree. You could see them there. Also we went to see the red pandas. They were so cute. 

The baboons were the other side of us and they started climbing the tree. The ring-tailed 

lemurs were a little bit away from the baboons. There were also penguins there.  

Finally we visited the African plains and there was zebras, giraffes, rhinos, ostriches and 

bongo. I really enjoyed my holiday at Dublin zoo.  

On the following day we went to Galway. When we arrived there was a lovely house. It had 

a balcony. Down in Salthill there was a fair. There was a polar bear race where you went 

into a  car. It went on a track and first you went slow. Then you went a little faster and then 

you went speedy fast round and round and round! There was a hook- a-duck game where 

you had to hook a duck and there was a letter on the bottom of the duck. If you got a duck 

that had the letter ‘L’ that meant you won a large toy.  If you hook a duck that had the letter 

‘s’ you got a small toy.  

There was a train that went round the fair on a train track and Sean my brother and dad 

went on it.  Mammy and I went over to a trampoline and you got strapped up and you got 

to jump as high as you wanted. It was so much fun. We also went on a bouncy-castle and a 

fun thing with an elephant that if you put your foot on a pedal the elephant up 

in the air. 

We had a great summer! 

By Laura O’Neill 

 

 


